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BEFORE THE 
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Application of Ormet 
Primary Aluminum Corporation for 
Approval of a Unique Arrangement with 
Ohio Power Company and Columbus 
Southern Power Company 

Docket No. 09-119-EL-AEC 

POST-HEARING BRIEF OF ORMET PRIMARY ALUMINUM CORPORATION 

Piarsuant to the briefing schedule set by the Attorney Examiner in this proceeding, Ormet 

Primary Aluminum Corporation ("Ormet") respectfully submits its Brief in this proceeding in 

support of its Application for a Unique Arrangement under Section 4905.31 of the Ohio Revised 

Code ("Revised Code") and Section 4901:1-38-05 of the Ohio Administrative Code. Ormet 

hereby seeks the approval of its proposed Unique Arrangement with Ohio Power Company and 

Columbus Southern Power Company (jointly "AEP Ohio"). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Unique Arrangement proposed by Ormet in this case is not merely about helping 

ensure the survival of a leading Ohio-based manufacturer, but is about sustaining the economy 

and commxmity of Southeastem Ohio. Ormet's Hannibal, Ohio aluminum reduction plant 

("Haimibal Facilities") is extremely important to the economy of the counties of Monroe, 

Belmont, and Washington Ohio, and to the surrounding region of Southeastem Ohio. Easily the 

largest industrial employer in Monroe County, Ormet is one of only two major employers in the 

region that generate significant national and international out-of-state revenue for the local Ohio 

economy.̂  

* Ex. ORM-5, at 2. 



Ormet's Hannibal Facilities directly contribute 1000 high-paying jobs to an economically 

depressed area of Ohio, including salaries and wages of over $56 million, plus additional 

employee benefits of approximately $52 million.̂  And Ormet's Hannibal Facilities also generate 

over 2441 further spin-off jobs in the region dependent upon the operation of Ormet's Haimibal, 

Ohio reduction plant, at least 60% of which are Ohio jobs.^ Therefore, nearly 2500 Ohio jobs in 

Southeastem Ohio are tied to the Ormet Hannibal plant's continued operation. Ormet's 

operations at the plant generate $195 million of annual revenue for the region, more than $100 

million of which accmes to Ohio.'* The Ohio state government receives about $6.8 million 

annually in individual income taxes, sales taxes, and electricity taxes from Ormet-related 

activity. Similarly, Ormet's continued operation provides essential support for real property 

values in Southeastem Ohio (particularly in Monroe, Belmont, and Washington coimties, where 

most of its Ohio employees reside).̂  The employment opportunities that Ormet offers 

employees help keep regional unemployment levels down and provide imtold socioeconomic 

benefits, such as reduced crime, alcohol/dmg abuse and other societal costs that accompany high 

xmemployment.̂  

There is recent historical evidence of the critical importance of the Hannibal Facilities' 

operation to the Monroe County economy. When Ormet experienced a shutdown of the 

Hannibal Facilities in 2005, total wages and salaries paid in Monroe County plunged by 25.8% 

while the rest of the state averaged 4% growth.̂  Sunilarly, Monroe County imemployment 

^M, at land 11. 
^M, at l;Tr. 262:19-263:9. 
^ Ex. ORM-5, at 1; Tr. 261:17-20. 
^ Ex. ORM-5, at 11-12. 
^Id,dX\. 
V<i.,atl. 
*M,at3. 
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escalated to 13.1%, compared to the State average 6% unemployment at the time.̂  Ormet's 

survival is critical to the economic livelihood of the region, and of Monroe County in particular. 

Unfortunately, Ormet has stmggled over the last several years with electricity costs 

higher than those paid by much of its alimiinum industry competition^^ and other AEP Ohio 

industrial ratepayers/* and has found it very difficult to maintain its operations. Ormet competes 

in the highly competitive global aluminum market, and has no ability to set the price of its 

output. Ormet is therefore uniquely vulnerable to electricity costs, which account for 

approximately 35% of Ormet's cash costs. *•* If electricity costs are too high relative to the price 

at which Ormet can sell its aluminum, Ormet may be unable to operate the Hannibal Facilities 

because it simply will not be able to produce aluminum at a cost that is lower than the price at 

which it can sell the aluminum.*'* 

To address this recurring problem, Ormet has proposed the Unique Arrangement at issue 

in this case. The primary and most critical feature of the Unique Arrangement is that the 

electricity rate Ormet would pay is to be tied to the price of aluminum on the London Metals 

Exchange ("LME"), which dictates the price at which Oimet can sell its product.*^ This would 

allow Ormet to pay less when aluminum prices fall and to pay more, including a premium above 

tariff rates, when aluminxmi prices rise.*^ As permitted under Section 4905.31 of the Revised 

^ Id, ai 3-4, 
^^See, e.g., Ex. ORM-l,at 6:1-5. 
' * See Stipulation and Recommendation at 7, In the Matter of the Complaint of Ormet Primary 
Aluminum Corp. v. S Cent. Power Co., Case No. 05-1057-EL-CSS, (filed Oct. 20,2006) (Ormet 
entered into a Stipulation agreeing to pay an above-tariff rate in order to be re-admitted to AEP 
Ohio's service territory.) 
*̂  Ex. ORM-1, at 3:14-15; ORM-7 at 3:10-11. 
*^Ex.ORM-l,at3:6-7. 
'̂̂  Ex. ORM-7, at 4:15-16. 

*̂  Ex. ORM-8, at Attach. A, pp. 11-12, Article Five. 
^^Id 
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Code, the Unique Arrangement also provides for the collection of delta revenues by AEP Ohio to 

keep AEP Ohio whole.*^ This contract is essentially an on-or-off switch. If Ormet does not 

receive sufficient assistance, it may be forced out of business.*^ Modifying the proposed Unique 

Arrangement too heavily could render it useless to Ormet. Ormet understands that it is asking 

Ohio ratepayers to bear risk related to fluctuations in aluminum markets, and that this is a policy 

decision the Commission will have to make. Ormet has made a good faith effort to mmimize the 

impact of its request and believes that overall, any negative impact of its Unique Arrangement on 

AEP Ohio ratepayers will be less than the negative impact upon Ohio and the region if Ormet 

should go out of business. 

Ormet's proposal is precisely the kind of situation that Section 4905.31 of the Revised 

Code was designed to address. Ormet is a large, industrial customer that is one of Ohio's largest 

single consumers of electricity through its smelting operation; Ormet also has a major impact --

$195 million annually ~ on the economic welfare of the surrounding regional economy. 

Approval of the Unique Arrangement is critical to Ormet's continued operations and 

preservation of the approximately 1000 high-paying jobs that Ormet offers its workers (plus 

nearly 2500 additional spin-off jobs). The Unique Arrangement would allow Ormet to weather 

short-term economic downtums m the aluminum market, such as we are now experiencing with 

extraordinarily low aluminum prices associated with the global economic crisis (aluminum 

prices have plummeted from $3429/tonne in July, 2008 to $1416/tonne in April, 2009* )̂, until 

aluminum prices return to more normal levels. The Unique Arrangement is simply meant to be a 

life preserver to help keep Ormet afloat when aluminum prices are low - it is designed to 

produce the minimum cash flow necessary for Ormet to sustain its operations and pay its 

*̂  Id, at Attach. A, p. 16, § 9.02. 
*̂  Ex. ORM-1, at 8:13-18. 
*^Tr. 165:19-24,170:6-21, 302:16-303:23. 
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required legacy pension and VEBA (retiree health case) costs ("legacy costs").̂ ^ It does not 

guarantee Ormet any particular profit or rate of return, but is instead structured so that if Ormet 

has adequate cash flow — such as when aluminum prices return to July 2008 levels ~ it will not 

receive a discoimt on its electricity, but could be paying a premium to other ratepayers. 

H, BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL 

Ormet has stmggled in recent years to continue operating the Hannibal Facilities in the 

face of high electricity costs, labor disturbances, and a bankmptcy proceeding. On January 30, 

2004, along with its affiliates and parent company, Ormet filed for Chapter 11 Bankmptcy. 

Subsequently, due to a labor strike and increasing power costs, Ormet was forced to close its 

Hannibal Facilities. On December 15,2004, the Bankmptcy Court approved Ormet's plan of 

reorganization, and Ormet emerged from bankmptcy in April 2005. Subsequentiy, although 

Ormet was able to settie with the union and end the strike, it could not immediately restart its 

Hannibal Facilities because the offered price of power Ormet was too high relative to the price of 

aluminiom. It was not until 2006, when Ormet entered into a stipulation with AEP Ohio effective 

January 1,2007 (the "2006 Stipulation") that Ormet was able to obtain power at a cost low 

enough relative to the price of aluminum to retum its Hannibal Facilities to full operation. Thus, 

there is a real danger that if Ormet is unable to get a contract that ties its electric rate to the price 

of aluminum; it may be forced to close the Hannibal Facilities due to high relative power costs. 

In light of the scheduled expiration date of the 2006 Stipulation and the fact that AEP 

Ohio's proposed Electric Security Plan ("ESP") filing had not yet been approved by the 

Commission as of January 1,2009, the Parties entered into an Interim Agreement approved by 

the Commission on January 7,2009 in Case Nos. 08-1338-EL-AAM and 08-1339-EL-UNC. 

^̂  Ex. ORM-7, at 5:12-19, 6:9-16. 
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That Interim Agreement provides for service from AEP Ohio to Ormet imtil the effective date of 

new AEP Ohio-approved tariffs based on a Commission mling on the Companies' ESP 

application (ie. if the Commission adopts the ESP as proposed or if the Companies accepts any 

Commission-ordered modifications to the ESP) and the effective date of a new special 

arrangement, such as the Unique Arrangement proposed herein, between AEP Ohio and Ormet 

subsequently approved by the Commission. 

A. The Proposed Unique Arrangement 

Therefore, the Unique Arrangement proposes a mechanism to mitigate the risk to Ormet 

of alimiinum prices falling below a certain threshold relative to the price of energy, while sharing 

benefit of aluminum prices rising above that threshold. It sets forth pricing for Ormet as follows: 

Because Ormet has sold forward its 2009 metal production at a fixed price to secure its revenue 

for the calendar year 2009, Ormet wiU pay an all-in rate of the lesser of $38.00/MWh or the AEP 

Ohio Tariff Ratê * for calendar year 2009.̂ ^ If Ormet reduces metal production by the equivalent 

of at least two potiines,̂ ^ Ormet's rate will be reduced to an all-in rate of the lesser of 

$34.00/MWh or the AEP-Ohio Tariff Rate for the balance of 2009.orthe duration of tiie 

*̂ The AEP Ohio Tariff Rate means the applicable tariff and riders, defined in terms of $/MWh, 
as approved from time to time by the Commission for the total cost of energy delivered, 
including all generation, distribution, transmission, customer, and rider charges, existing and 
implemented during the term of this Power Agreement, that would otherwise be applicable to 
Ormet. At the outset, it will be determined by taking the sum of what Ormet would pay if fifty 
(50) percent of its load were billed under the applicable Ohio Power Co. Tariff and the other fifty 
(50) percent of its load were billed under the applicable Columbus Southern Power Co. tariff. 
^̂  The Unique Arrangement filed by Ormet proposes an effective date of January 1,2009. To 
the extent that the Commission establishes an effective date later in the year, the rate established 
must be such that Ormet would have paid an average rate of $38/MWh for the portions of the 
year in which it was at full operation, and $34/MWh for those periods of the year it was 
operating at four potlines in order to meet the cash flow criteria. 
^ Ormet notes that it is currently subject to bank covenants that require it to continue to operate 
at the equivalent of a 4.6 potline level, and that pending the outcome of its current arbitration 
proceeding with Glencore Ltd. ("Glencore"), it may need to seek further modification of this 
Unique Arrangement to accommodate a the equivalent of 4.6 potline level of production. See 
Ex.ORM-n,at6:ll-20. 
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curtailment, whichever is shorter. Ormet is requesting that the rate for 2009 going forward be set 

at a level that, taking into account the rates Ormet has been paying for the year to date, would 

result in an average rate of $38.00/MWh for the portion of the year that Ormet is above a four-

potline operating level and an average rate of $34.00/MWh for the portion of the year at which 

Ormet is operating at the equivalent of four potlines or less. This rate will ensure that Ormet has 

enough cash to run its day-to-day operations in 2009 and to pursue a refinancing of the 

company.̂ '* 

For the years 2010 through 2018, Ormet's rate under the proposed Unique Arrangement 

will be determined based upon schedules filed each year with the Commission. Each schedule 

would be filed no later than October 1 of the year prior to which the subject rate would be in 

effect and would set forth an Indexed Rate and a Target Price. The Indexed Rate would be the 

rate schedule in $/MWh that Ormet could pay that would produce the minimum cash flow 

necessary to sustain operations and pay its required legacy costs depending upon the LME price 

of aluminum. The Target Price will be the average price of aluminum for the calendar year as 

reported on the LME at which Ormet would be able to pay the AEP Ohio Tariff Rate and still 

maintain the minimum cash flow necessary to maintain its operations and pay its required legacy 

costs. The Unique Arrangement provides at Section 5.02 that the Commission may require an 

independent third-party review of the schedule at Ormet's expense. 

Under the Unique Arrangement, when the LME price of aluminum is less than or equal to 

the Target Price, Ormet will pay the Indexed Rate. When the LME price of aluminum is greater 

than the Target Price but not more than $300/Tonne above the Target Price, Ormet will pay 

102% of the AEP Ohio Tariff Rate. When the LME price of aluminum is greater than the sum of 

'̂̂ Tr, 410:1-5. 



$300/Tonne plus the target Price, Ormet will pay 105% of tiie AEP Ohio Tariff Rate. At tiie end 

of each calendar year, there will be a limited annual tme-up, only for the purposes of reconciling 

the projected LME prices for the year with the actual LME prices.̂ ^ Thus, when aluminum 

prices are low, Ormet will receive a discounted rate, and when aluminum prices are high, Ormet 

will pay a premium. 

Because this Unique Arrangement is a critical component of keeping the Hannibal 

Facilities in operation, it will significantly contribute to Ormet's ability to retain a minimum of 

600 jobs at the Haimibal Facilities, and Ormet commits to the Commission that it will take 

reasonable steps to retain those jobs for the term of the Unique Arrangement. Without the 

Unique Arrangement it would be difficult, if not impossible, for Ormet to sustain operations at 

the Hannibal Facilities given the volatility of LME prices.̂ ^ 

Ormet supports AEP Ohio's request for recovery of lost revenues in recognition that AEP 

Ohio must remain financially strong to ensure it can satisfy Ormet's load requirements. To 

provide some balance, however, when aluminum prices rise above the Target Price, Ormet has 

agreed to pay a premium of either 2% or 5% (depending on how high prices rise) over the 

applicable tariff rate, allowing other AEP Ohio customers to share in the benefit of rising 

aluminum prices. 

^̂  Ex. ORM-8, at Attach. A, pp. 13-14 §6.02. 
^^Ex.ORM-8,at8. 
^'Id 
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IIL ISSUES 

Ormet's proposed Unique Arrangement fits squarely within the requirements and intent 

of the statutory mechanism for approval of such arrangements. Ormet's application will help 

ensure the survival of an Ohio aluminum producer that is highly dependent on energy costs for 

35% of its overall operating costs, and which competes in the global economy with other 

intemational aluminum producers, many of whom enjoy subsidized energy rates. It is 

undisputed that Ormet's continued operation will mean thousands of jobs and more than $100 

million in annual revenue to the Ohio economy (as well as considerable state tax revenue, 

sustained property values, lower unemployment compensation claims and other related 

socioeconomic benefits) through its continued operation and participation in the global 

aluminum market. 

Ormet recognizes that it bears the burden of proof to prevail on its application. Ormet 

has met that burden of proof by demonstrating that its proposed application is reasonable, by 

filing a supporting affidavit, and by demonstrating how the Unique Arrangement advances the 

policy of Ohio under Section 4928.02 of the Revised Code. The Unique Arrangement meets the 

unique and specific needs of an aluminum producer with regard to the price, terms, conditions, 

and quality options under which it takes electric service so that it can sustain its operations at the 

Hannibal Facilities. 

Second, the Unique Arrangement facilitates Ohio's effectiveness in the global economy 

by helping ensure that one of its leading industrial producers, Ormet, can continue to produce 

and sell aluminum in the global market for aluminum. This continued participation in the 

intemational markets for aluminum production contributes valuable "export" revenue to Ohio as 

^̂  See, e.g„ Ex. ORM-1, at 6:3-5. 



Ormet aluminum is sold to national and intemational customers, contributing payroll, benefits, 

spin-off jobs, tax revenue, sustained property values, and other economic stimulus to the Ohio 

economy. Ormet's supporting affidavit filed in support of its Unique Arrangement, and the 

hearing testimony of Ormet's four witnesses (including its Chief Executive Officer, Mike 

Tanchuk; its Chief Financial Officer, James Riley; Mr. Henry Fayne; and Dr. Paul Coomes) as 

discussed below, establish without doubt that Ormet has met its burden of proof for approval of 

its proposed Unique Arrangement by the Commission. 

The response to Ormet's concrete proof is very thin. Commission Staff ("Staff) and the 

Ohio Consumers' Counsel ("OCC") each presented the testimony of one witness, Mr. Robert 

Fortney and Dr. Amr Ibrahim, respectively. Mr. Fortney supports Ormet's proposed Unique 

Arrangement in 2009,̂ ^ but seeks an admittedly non-fact*based, "subjective" cap on discounts of 

25% of energy costs as the maximum reduction of rates that would be afforded to Ormet, 

irrespective of the price of aluminum.̂ *̂  Unfortunately, while both witnesses seek to curtail or 

scale back the proposed Unique Arrangement for the years 2010-2018, neither witness proposes 

a reasonable altemative solution that satisfies the statutory policy of ensuring Ohio industry's 

continued effective competition in the global economy. First, neither witness made any 

determination of the electricity costs that Ormet could afford to pay in order to stay in business, 

particularly while LME prices are depressed as they have been since at least the fall of 2008. For 

example, when asked what his recommendation would be if Ormet would need $60 million in 

annual energy discounts in order to stay in business due to then-prevailing aluminum LME 

prices, Mr. Fortney testified that his recommendation would remain at a fixed $54 million cap, '̂ 

simply because he felt that should be the limit. But that recommendation fails to ensure a retum 

^̂  Tr. 367:7-8, 469:2-4, 499:11-19. 
^^Ex.Staff-2at3:2-3. 
*̂ Tr. 507:25-508:9. 
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for Ohio ratepayers for supporting up to $54 million in discounts if Ormet should fail, because of 

insufficient cash flow. Further, Mr. Fortney acknowledges that no such 25% cap exists in the 

statute or the mles that have been adopted implementing the statute."*̂  Indeed, Mr. Fortney 

testified that the statute does not set ''any type of cap, delta revenue cap, nor any type of limit to 

the reasonable arrangement the Commission could approve''' This illustrates that the Staff 

proposal lacks the essential fiexibility necessary for Ormet's Unique Arrangement to be 

successfid, for the benefit of Ormet, its employees (most of whom are Ohio-based), and for Ohio 

residents, taxpayers and ratepayers. 

Second, OCC and Staff witnesses admit that neither of them performed a detailed 

economic analysis of Ormet's impact on the regional economy of Ohio, or performed any 

independent analysis of the economic impact of Ormet's Hannibal Facilities on the Ohio 

economy. The only such evidence is the study prepared by Ormet's expert regional economist, 

Dr. Paul Coomes, who has significant experience evaluating the economic impact of aluminum 

smelters m the Ohio River Valley, both in Ohio and Kentucky.̂ ^ The impact of any future 

closure of the Hannibal Facilities would be significant, and goes well beyond merely the direct 

wages of Ormet employees, but also impacts their pension and health benefits, and the secondary 

jobs that are generated in the Southeastem Ohio region as a result of the Ormet smelter's 

continued operations. For example. Dr. Ibrahim admitted that he did not weigh the delta 

revenues that he identified in his testimony against the costs associated with the shutdown of the 

Hannibal Facilities.̂ ^ Neither the OCC nor Staff witnesses consider these economic impacts,̂ ^ 

^̂  Tr. 502:5-503:6. 
^̂  Tr. 503:3^6 (emphasis added). 
'̂̂ Tr. 506:21-24. 

^^5ee, e.g., Tr. 268:1-269:12. 
^^Tr. 320:5^321:11. 
^^Tr. 504:2^505:10. 
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or present any independent analysis of the impact of the plant's closure on Ohio residential 

consumers, particularly the thousands of such consumers who would be most affected in Monroe 

County and the surrounding counties of Southeastem, Ohio. In fact, at no point does the OCC 

attempt to present a balanced, reasonable proposal that both satisfies the intent of the statute and 

protects ratepayers. 

Section 4901 :l-38-05(B) of the Ohio Administrative Codê ^ provides that a mercantile 

customer of an electric utility may apply to the Commission for a unique arrangement with the 

electric utility for an electric rate. It also requires the customer to bear the burden of proof that 

the proposed arrangement is reasonable and does not violate the provisions of Sections 4905.33 

and 4905.35 of the Revised Code. Under 4901:1-38-05(0), the customer must also describe how 

any such arrangement furthers the policy of the State of Ohio embodied in Section 4928.02 of 

the Revised Code. The customer must also provide an affidavit from a company official as to the 

veracity of the information provided, submit to the Commission and the electric utility verifiable 

information detailing the rationale for the arrangement, and the Unique Arrangement must reflect 

terms and conditions for circumstances for which the electric utility's tariffs have not already 

provided. As described below, Ormet has met these criteria. 

^̂  Section 4901:1-3 8-05 of the Ohio Administrative Code amplifies Revised Code Sections 
4905.31 and 4928.02. 
^̂  Ohio Admin. Code 4901:l-38-05(B)(l), (B)(2) and (D) (2009). 
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A. Ormet's Proposed Unique Arrangement is Reasonable 

1. The Benefits to the Region from Keeping Ormet in Operation Will More 
Than Offset Electricity Discounts Paid bv Other Ratepayers 

a) Ormet Provides Tremendous Economic Value to the Local 
Economy 

Ormet has placed undisputed expert testimony into the record demonstrating that when at 

fiill operations, Ormet provides $195 million of benefits to the regional economy."**̂  The 

undisputed evidence demonstrates that Ormet provides a total net annual impact in the region of 

3441 jobs and $195 million in total employee compensation, plus $7 million annually in state 

and local tax revenues as well as supporting local real estate and retail markets.'** In addition, 

unemployment and crime are related to the plant's employment levels, as are public costs for 

unemployment benefits, retraining and social services.'*^ Thus, the total regional benefit of 

keeping Ormet's Hannibal Facilities in operation exceeds $200 million. 

The Ormet smelter is among the largest private sector employers in the regional 

economy, and clearly the largest industrial employer in Monroe County.'*̂  Ormet is one of only 

two major employers in Monroe County that generates dollars there ~ most other employers in 

the Coimty exist to serve the local market and do not bring new dollars into the area.**̂  Dr. 

Coomes found that $62.9 million of the County's $107.1 million in total wages are attributed to 

the manufacturing industry, of which Ormet is essentially the only firm.'*^ Dr. Coomes also 

'̂ '̂  Ex. ORM-5, at 1. 
' ' I d 
' ' I d 
'^ Id, aX2. 
""Id 
' ' I d 
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found that no other employer in the County approaches Ormet's average pay per worker of close 

to $55,000 per year."*̂  

Keeping Ormet in business is not just about keeping the plant open, it is about keeping a 

community alive. Keeping the Hannibal Facilities at full operation would preserve 

approximately 1000 high-paying blue-collar jobs in Monroe County, Ohio, an economically 

depressed county suffering a net population loss in recent years. Dr. Coomes used actual data 

from the last period of time in which Ormet's Hannibal Facilities were idled (early 2005 until 

late 2006) and found a notable impact upon the wages and salaries and the unemployment rates 

of Monroe County. The following two charts from Dr. Coomes' study confirm that the growth 

rate of wages in Monroe County fell far behind the average for Ohio during that time period, 

while unemployment surged ahead of the State average.'*^ Further confirming the significant 

economic impact of the Hannibal Facilities on the Monroe County economy, the data shows that 

the County began to recover as soon as the plant came back on line in late 2006 and early 2007. 

' ' I d 
^^M, at 3-4. 
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Significantly, Dr. Coomes' calculations of the impact on Monroe County of closing the 

Ormet plant are not speculative ~ they are derived from actual public statistics of Monroe 

County during a recent time period that the Ormet plant was idled."*̂  Dr. Coomes' study also 

found that of the seven Ohio and West Virginia Counties in which the majority of Ormet's 

employees reside, Monroe County suffered by far the greatest job loss, and was the only county 

of the seven to have less wages and salaries in 2006 than 2001 .'̂  Moreover, due to the loss of so 

many high-paying jobs at Ormet, and as compared to the other six counties, Monroe County had 

almost no growth in average pay-per-job during the period of the closure.̂ ^ The local economy 

is clearly very sensitive to production activity at Ormet̂ ^ 

Dr. Coomes' testimony and study^̂  are the only record evidence in this case regarding the 

economic benefits Ormet brings to Ohio and the larger region. No other witness performed an 

economic study regarding the benefits Ormet brings to Ohio. No witness even attempts to 

challenge the testimony of Dr. Coomes regarding these benefits. OCC and Staff witnesses 

simply, and without explanation, ignore it. OCC witness Dr. Ibrahim admits that he merely 

"glanced over" Dr. Coomes' report.̂ ^ Staff witness Mr. Fortney acknowledged that he had no 

rebuttal testimony to contradict the study submitted by Dr. Coomes in this proceeding. 

Dr. Ibrahim's and Mr. Fortney's failure to address or effectively challenge Dr. Coomes 

testimony and study underscore their failure to adequately consider the economic impact of the 

Hannibal Facilities upon the Southeastem Ohio economy. They disregard all benefits that Ormet 

'^ Id, at 2-3. 
'^Id,at7. 
' ' I d 
'̂  Id, at3, 
'^ Exs. ORM-2, and ORM-5, respectively. 
^^Tr. 321:23. 
'̂̂ Tr. 506:16-20. 
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offers to the region other than the wages and salaries it pays its employees. ̂ ^ Neither witness 

offers any reasoned analysis or justification for excluding from consideration(a) the $51 million 

in benefits (such as social security and Medicare, retirement, and health insurance) Ormet pays 

its employees; (b) the $7 million in state and local taxes that Ormet pays in Ohio; or (c) the 

secondary jobs and other benefits Ormet brings to the region from the calculation of Ormet's 

impact on Ohio and the region. OCC argues that the discount should be limited to payroll 

expense to Ohio employees,̂ ^ but does not offer any reason why the costs of the health care, 

retirement, and social security Ormet pays on behalf of its employees, or value of annual 

compensation earned by spmoff employment, should not be included in this calculation. 

Dr. Ibrahim's testimony is also flawed in another respect. Dr. Ibrahim takes into account 

only his own estimation of the salaries directiy paid to Ohio residents by Ormet. In addition to 

failing to take into account any benefits to the greater region, and that all 1000 Ormet jobs are 

located in Ohio, Dr. Ibrahim also fails to take into account the non-wage and salary benefits to 

Ormet employees such as pensions and health care and the secondary jobs created to serve the 

Ormet facilities and employees. Even if one were to exclude benefits to the larger region. Dr. 

Ibrahim's estimate of $34 million in benefits to Ohiô ^ dramatically xmderstates the actual 

benefits. Although Dr. Coomes did not calculate the precise breakdown of benefits between 

Ohio and West Virginia, he testified that the benefits to Ohio of keeping the Hannibal plant at 

full operation will be between $100 million and $195 miUion.̂ ^ Dr. Coomes' measurements of 

the indirect and secondary impacts of Ormet on the region are based on historical data measuring 

key economic indicators from a recent historical period in which the Hannibal Facilities were 

' ' Exs. OCC-3, at 8:17-18,9:9-10,14:4-5,15:20-21; Staff-2 at 3:5-6. 
*̂ OCC Comments at 11, Case No. 09-119-EL-AEC (filed Apr, 28,2009). 

"Ex. OCC-3 at7:9-10. 
^^Tr. 261:17-20. 
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idled ~ these are actual recent historical data, not hypothetical estimates. Dr. Ibrahim also fails 

to take into account the over $2 million in taxes paid annually by Ormet to Ohio State 

government and the $6.8 million annually in individual income taxes, sales taxes and electricity 

taxes attributable to Ormet-related activity.̂ ^ Finally, Dr. Ibrahim also fails to consider the long-

term benefits of keeping Ormet alive even beyond the end of this Unique Arrangement.̂ *̂  If 

Ormet goes out of business and the Hannibal Facilities are shut down, the effect of the loss will 

be felt long after the termination of the proposed Unique Arrangement. 

b) The Potential Harm Predicted by Intervenors is Speculative and 
Based on an Unlikely Worst Case Scenario 

OCC's assertions of potential harm to ratepayers of $179 million annually^* and the Ohio 

Energy Group's ("OEG") estimate of $206.1 million^^ are speculative at best and are a worst 

case scenario. OCC witness Dr. Ibrahim admits that he is not an expert in, nor has worked in, 

the aluminum industry,, that he is not an expert in aluminum price forecasting, and that he has 

never worked with LME prices before this case.̂ ^ He also admits that he has no idea what 

industry insiders or experts use or consider to be the most accurate predictors of future pricing in 

the aluminum industry.̂ "̂  Nor could he explain why historical prices went up significantly in 

2006.̂ ^ Notwithstanding these limitations. Dr. Ibrahim chose to use the cunent forward market 

prices for the LME, prices which have not historically proven to be good predictors of LME 

prices as his predictions for what LME prices would be in 2010.̂ ^ Dr. Ibrahim admitted that he 

'^ Ex. ORM-5, at 11, Tr. 270:21-271:13. 
^ '̂Tr. 320:16-321:11. 
^̂  Ex. OCC-3, at 10:12-14. 
^̂  Ohio Energy Group Objections at 1, Case No. 09-119-EL-AEC (filed Apr. 29,2009 ("OEG 
Objections"). 
^̂  Tr. at 299:16 tiirough p. 300,1.23. 
^^Tr. at 300:24-301:3. 
^^Tr. at 316:25-317:3. 
^^Tr. at 301:11-305:15. 
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had never looked at the Harbor Intelligence Aluminum Price Outlook,̂ ^ which is the preferred 

source for LME projections by aluminum industry insiders, and is much more accurate at 

predicting LME prices than the LME forward price curves are.̂ ^ Tellingly, Dr. Ibrahim 

responded that had he had the opportunity to look into the Harbor report, he would have included 

it in his analysis.̂ ^ 

The estimates by Dr. Ibrahim and the OEG are based on the flawed assumption that LME 

prices in 2010 and beyond will remain significantly below the index rate at which Ormet would 

theoretically receive free electricity.̂ ** Their calculations are based on the erroneous assumption 

that current LME forward prices are reliable predictors of future LME prices, and that future 

LME prices are likely to stay below $1941 per tonne.̂ * The Harbor Report (admitted as Exhibit 

ORM- 9) which Ormet's witnesses with experience m the aluminum industry testified is a far 

more reliable predictor than LME forward prices, predicts that aluminum prices will be near 

$2,000 per tonne by the end of 2009.̂ ^ While the Unique Arrangement is designed to allow 

Ormet to weather short-term downtums in a volatile market, such as the current economic 

downtum, both Ormet and Dr. Ibrahim agree that the extent of the discount, if any, received will 

vary in future years as the aluminum market returns to more normal levels.̂ '' 

Furthermore, there are several factors that Ormet believes will lower its costs over time, 

allowing it to become less reliant upon discounted rates as time passes. The first is that Ormet 

has been deleveraging through the proceeds raised by asset sales and intemally generated cash. 

'̂̂ Tr. 306:24-307:1. 
^^Tr. 170:3-175:23. 
^^Tr..329:7-12. 
'̂ ^ OEG Objections at 4-5, Ex. OCC-3, at 11:17-12:2. 
' ' I d 
''^Ex. 0RM-9,atl. 
"Tr. 327:15-328:7. 
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which is reducing the cost of Ormet's debt.̂ "* Further, as Mr. Riley testified, Ormet's pension 

plan contributions will substantially decrease beginning in 2013, which will also help reduce 

Ormet's costs over time.'^ In addition to these factors, as has already been discussed, Ormet 

expects prices for alummum to rise significantly in 2010 and 2011 ?^ These factors should all 

enable Ormet to become less reliant on discounted electricity rates as time passes. 

c) The Cap Proposed by Staff is Inappropriate, Does Not Reflect the 
Value to the Economy Provided by Ormet, is Subjective and is Not 
Based on Any Fact-Based Rationale 

Ormet proposed a soft cap in its application that would allow the Commission to reopen 

the contract if the net cumulative discount Ormet received exceeded 50% of the tariff rate Ormet 

would otherwise pay.^' This type of cap would best meet Ormet's needs by allowing it to 

weather short-term LME volatility while allowing the Commission to step hi if the discount 

becomes too deep.̂ ^ Ormet recognizes that several parties have voiced concerns that this cap 

would not provide sufficient protection for ratepayers, and have expressed a desire for a firm rate 

cap. Such a cap would not provide as much assurance that Ormet would be able to stay in 

business, and if Ormet were subject to such a cap, it would need to have the ability to request, 

with expedited treatment, that the Commission reopen the contract if it proves insufficient to 

allow Ormet to stay in business. Expedited treatment would be needed because under a fixed 

cap, a plummeting LME could put Ormet out of business in a matter of weeks. Due to the nature 

of potline operations, if a potime is curtailed, it takes several months to restart and millions of 

dollars. A fixed cap could cause the plant to be idled when an LME price may be only low 

^̂  Ex. ORM-7 at 2:21-22. 
^^Tr. 434:21-436:1. 
'^ Ex. ORM-7 at 2:22-3:1. 
^' Ex. ORM-8 at Attach. A, p. 9, § 2.03 
^̂  Exs. ORM-6 at 6:1-13; ORM-1 at 7:7-12. 
^̂  Ex. ORM-1 at 3:22-4:2. 
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enough to trigger the cap for a single month. This could result in a substantial loss to the Ohio 

economy forever in order to prevent a short-term increase in the discoimt provided to Ormet if 

Ormet cannot afford to restart once LME prices retum. 

Staff witness Mr. Fortney suggests a cap of $54 million that would set a floor price for 

Ormet's electricity rates. This cap is insufficient. While Ormet believes that the LME market 

will rebound sooner than might be indicated by current fixtures prices, the market remains highly 

volatile in nature. Ormet does not oppose the appHcation of a cap or floor to its contract. 

However, as explained in Ormet's application and testimonŷ ** it is necessary that such a limiting 

mechanism accommodate short-term volatility. A cap of $54 million is simply too low to 

reasonably respond to the volatility of the LME markets. Ormet anticipates that while there are 

likely to be many years in the contract term when Ormet will require less than a $54 million 

discount, and that there are likely to be years when Ormet pays a premium rather than receiving a 

discount, there may be years, particularly early in the contract, such as in 2010, when Ormet may 

need a larger discount to continue operating. 

The Commission should understand that this contract is essentially an on-or-off switch. 

If the discount in any given year is not sufficient to keep Ormet in business, then the whole 

contract fails and Ormet will likely need to curtail the Hannibal operations. Going only halfway 

with a discount in a year of significant short-term LME deterioration will not be sufficient to 

keep Ormet in business. 

Mr. Fortney's suggested cap is unreasonable and speculative. Because it fails to consider 

what Ormet needs to operate, or to balance the costs of discounts against Ormet's benefit to the 

State of Ohio, it would be arbitrary and capricious for the Commission to adopt it. When asked 

°̂ Ex. ORM-6 at 6:1-13,7:6-12. 
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why he chose a $54 million cap, he admitted: '''There is no clear-cut technical, fact-based 

rationale to make this determination It is, to a great degree, subjective,'̂ '̂ Mr. Fortney's 

suggested cap only corresponds to 28% of the benefits of keeping Ormet operating, and he offers 

little rationale for it, other than arbitrarily deciding that it "seem[ed] reasonable".̂ ^ Mr. Fortney 

also offered no evidence to support his determination of what ratepayers can afford to pay. 

Mr. Fortney argues that discounts provided to customers under reasonable arrangements 

should be limited to 25% of this rate, but offers no support for his determination.^ He appears to 

have confected it out of thiii air. He admits there is no requirement of such a cap in the statute or 

in the Commission's regulations.̂ '* Mr. Fortney admitted on the stand that Staff discussed 

putting such a bright line limit on economic development contracts when the Commission issued 

its mles, but the Commission determined not to put such a bright line cap in place.̂ ^ Yet he is 

attempting to establish in this proceeding a bright line that he admits the Commission determined 

not to set by regulation. A better solution would be to address reasonable arrangements on a 

case-by-case basis to determine whether it is in Ohio's interest to approve each contract. 

an 

Mr. Fortney agrees "that a subsidy that ratepayers are paying should be used wisely." 

Yet, Mr. Fortney made no effort to determine whether the $54 million cap he proposed would 

actually procure for the region the $195 million in annual benefits of keeping Ormet's Hannibal 

Facilities in operation. He testified that he did not present any analysis of the impact of his $54 

3} Ex. Staff-2 at 3:2-3 (emphasis added). 
^^M, at 3-4. 
^^M, at 3:6-8. 
'̂̂ Tr. 502:13-18; 474:11-15. 

^^Tr. 474:7-15. 
^^Tr. 474:12-20, 502:13-18. 
^^Tr. 493:.7-8. 
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million cap on the ability of Ormet to stay in business for the years 2010 through 2018.̂ * He 

also stated that he did not present any analysis of what electric rate based upon fiiture LME 

pricing Ormet can afford to pay to remain in business.̂ ^ Thus, Mr. Fortney made no effort to 

assure that his proposed cap would be sufficient to keep Ormet in business, and thereby advance 

the goals of the statute. Mr. Fortney has offered no altemative that would provide reasonable 

assurance of Ormet's viability. Without such assurance, there is a real possibility that ratepayers 

could be in a position of paying a subsidy to Ormet for some period of time only to have Ormet 

subsequently go out of business. 

Other parties will likely point out that approximately 42% of Ormet's employees live in 

West Virginia. While they may argue that this warrants restricting the amount of the discount 

that Ormet is eligible for to reflect that percentage, such an approach is unreasonable for three 

reasons. First, if Ormet must reduce operations or go out of business due to high power prices or 

low LME prices, Ormet cannot lay off West Virginia employees first or only lay off the West 

Virginia employees. Ohio cannot pay only for Ohio employees and expect Ormet to be able to 

preserve all of the Ohio jobs. OCC would have Ohio cut off its nose to spite its face. Second, all 

1000 jobs are offered by Ormet in Ohio, and as such all are "Ohio jobs."̂ *̂  Neither Ormet nor 

the state of Ohio can require that Ormet's workers reside in Ohio and the precise number of 

employees in Ohio vis-a-vis other states is likely to change over time as Ohio's employees move 

or as employees living in one state leave the company and are replaced by employees living in 

other states. Third, the greatest impact of the closure of the Ohio plant would occur in Monroe 

County, Ohio. Dr. Coomes examined several key economic indicators in the seven counties 

^̂  Tr. 506:25-507:9. 
^^Tr. 507:10-14. 
•̂̂ Tr. 262:19-24. 
'̂ Ex. ORM-5, at 7. 
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(three Ohio counties and four West Virginia counties) where the most Ormet employees reside, 

and found that the impacts upon Monroe County were far more significant than the effects on the 

other counties. When the Hannibal Facilities were idled in 2005, Monroe County jobs, wages, 

and salaries suffered a growth rate of-32.4%.^^ By comparison, the most adversely affected 

West Virginia County, Wetzel County, suffered much less severe growth rate of-2.8%.^^ 

Similarly, Monroe County lost 82.9% of its jobs in manufacturing industries, while the most 

adversely affected West Virginia County, Marshall, WV suffered a loss of only 21.8% of its 

manufacturing jobs.̂ "* Additionally, in that time period, Monroe County had a 30.3% decline in 

total wages and salaries, while all other counties saw their total wages and salaries grow by at 

least 10.1%.̂ ^ Finally, in the time period in which the Hannibal Facilities were idled, Monroe's 

average wages and salaries per job grew only 3.2% compared to growth rates of at least 11.3% 

for all other counties,̂ ^ Thus, it is clear that Monroe County, Ohio is far more severely impacted 

by the closing of the Hannibal Facilities than are the other counties in which Ormet employees 

reside. 

There are many methods to determine an appropriate cap, and many of them support a 

cap of at least twice what is proposed by Mr. Fortney. The most rational and logical way to set a 

cap would be to Imk it to the benefits received as a result of the contract. Ormet has submitted 

unchallenged evidence that the benefit to the region of keeping Ormet in business is $195 

million, if, as some parties suggest, the Commission were only to consider benefits received by 

Ohio, then the undisputed evidence in the record demonstrates that Ormet provides at least $100 

' ' Id. 
'Ud 
' ' I d 
' ' I d 
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million in benefits to Ohio.̂ ^ Even if one were to discount the secondary jobs and benefits such 

as helping keep crime and unemployment levels down and keeping property values up, the sum 

of what Ormet pays directly in payroll, benefits and Ohio taxes comes to $114 million.̂ ^ Even if 

one were to make the assumption that, because only 58% of Ormet's employees live in Ohio, 

only 58% of the benefits of keeping the Hannibal Facilities in operation accme to Ohio, which 

limitation Staff does not support,̂ ^ 58% of $195 million still comes out to $113 million. If the 

Commission were to set a cap of 50% of Ormet's energy costs at full operations, the cap would 

still amount to roughly $103 million.̂ ^^ Finally, if the Commission were to use variable costs to 

determine a cap, the cap would be in the range of $93 million.̂ *̂ ^ Even Staff witness Mr. Fortney 

agrees that the variable cost of production would be a reasonable floor in many cases . Such a 

strong cluster of caps supported by the facts in evidence in the range of $93 million to $114 

million is a strong indication that Mr. Fortney's suggested cap of $54 million - for which he 

admits there is no fact-based rationale ~ is far too low. 

But in the end result, the critical factor is to set a cap that provides for the reasonable 

likelihood that Ormet will survive through this unprecedented world-wide recession. Imposing a 

cap that is too stringent could result in a premature shutdown that deprives southeastem Ohio of 

the long-term benefits of Ormet's continued operation. The outiooks for 2010 are more robust 

•̂̂ Tr. 261:17-20. 
^̂  Ex, ORM-5 at 11 ("Wages and salaries" of $56,083,139, plus "Otiier compensation and labor 
costs"of $51,905,121, plus "Income, sales, property and other taxes to Ohio state government" of 
$6,762,839 equals $114,751,099). 
^̂  Tr. 487:3-9. 
'̂ ^ Assuming OEG's calculation of Ormet's annual power costs under the ESP rate of $206.1 
million is correct (see OEG Objections at 4), then one half of $206.1 million is approximately 
$103 million. 
'^' Mr. Fortney suggests that the variable costs for Ormet would be approximately $93 million, 
but admits he had not actually examined the tariffs to see what the variable cost would be, 
though such a calculation could be done. Tr. 478:14-479:2; Ex. Staff 2-A, Example 7; Tr. 491:2-
492:8. 
'^^Tr. 479:10-12. 
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tiian current aluminum LME pricing. The average forecast for 2010 projects the LME price to 

be $2490/tonne.'̂ ^ If that price were achieved for 2010, Ormet would require a discount of 

about $92 million. If the optimistic forecast of $3100/tonne '̂̂  were achieved (and these were 

average market prices one year ago), Ormet would not require a discount, and based on the 

proposed arrangement, would be paying a premium. 

Clearly the potential range is wide and no one has a crystal ball. To provide stability to 

Ormet and to provide a basis for Ormet to secure the necessary financing, therefore, Ormet 

believes a reasonable hard cap supported by the evidence would be $90-100 million, with the 

ability for Ormet to seek relief from the Commission on an expedited basis if the circumstances 

arise that would cause the cap to push Ormet out of business. 

2. The Unique Arrangement is Designed to Assure that Ormet is Not 
Unreasonably Benefited at the Expense of the Ratepayer 

There are several aspects of the Unique Arrangement that are designed to assure that 

Ormet takes no more in discounts than is required to enable Ormet to survive. The Unique 

Arrangement is designed to keep Ormet on life support during downtums in the aluminum 

market ~ it is not designed to keep Ormet healthy or profitable. It is designed to impose the 

minimum burden on other ratepayers consistent with keeping Ormet alive until aluminum prices 

rebound. The proposed Unique Arrangement is designed only to assure that Ormet has the 

minimum cash flow necessary to keep the Hannibal Facilities m operation and to pay its required 

legacy costs; it simply is designed to allow Ormet to survive financially; it does not guarantee 

that Ormet will earn a profit or a particular rate of retum. *̂^ The Target Price is by definition the 

price at which Ormet could afford to pay the AEP Ohio Tariff Rate and still have the minimum 

^**^Ex.ORM<9,atl5. 
' " I d 
'^' Ex. ORM-7 at 6:9-14. 
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cash flow needed to keep the Hannibal Facilities in operation. ̂ ^̂  Ormet would not begin to eam 

a profit until the Target Price is reached. Under the Unique Arrangement, Ormet's calculation of 

the Target Price will be audited each year at Ormet's expense, by an independent third party 

auditor who will have complete access to Ormet's books and records. 

Another measure taken to reduce the impact on ratepayers is that in times when the LME 

price of aluminum rises above the Target Price, Ormet will pay a premium. When the LME 

price of aluminum is greater than the Target Price, but not more than $300/Tonne above the 

Target Price, Ormet's rate will be 102% of tiie AEP Ohio Tariff Rate.̂ ^̂  When tiie LME price of 

aluminum is greater than the sum of $300/Tonne plus the Target Price, the Ormet rate will be 

105% of the AEP Ohio Tariff Rate,̂ ^̂  These premiums are not required under the statute or 

regulations, but are being offered voluntarily by Ormet in an attempt to partially offset the 

discount to Ormet would receive. Some parties have suggested that the premiums Ormet has 

voluntarily offered to pay, even though there is no such requirement in the statute or 

Commission's regulations are insufficient.̂ *̂* Although Ormet has volimteered to share the any 

upside through payment of a premium, Ormet cannot support repayment of the entfre discount 

without jeopardizing its own survival. Under the terms of this proposed Unique Arrangement, 

investors will already be foregoing the upside during any period the Index Rate is less than the 

full Tariff Rate.'' * Without some expectation of earning a reasonable retum in a normal 

investment timeframe, investors will be unwilling to provide the necessary capital. In order to 

106 Exs. ORM-7 at 6:12-16; ORM-8 at Attach. A, p. 8, § 1.22. 
^̂̂ "̂  Ex. ORM-7 at 7:14-17. 
'̂ ^ Ex. ORM-8, Attach. A, p. 12, § 5.03(b). 
^^Ve/., at § 5.03(c). 
"^See, e.g, Ex. OCC Comments at pp. 9-10. 
^̂^ Ex. ORM-7, at 7:20-8:2. 
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attract investment to sustain Ormet's operations, it must be able to convmce potential investors 

that they will eam an adequate retum on their investment. 

Finally, Ormet has every incentive under the Unique Arrangement to reduce its costs. As 

long as the LME price of aluminum remams under the Target Price, Ormet will be earning only 

enough cash to pay its bills. It will not be earning an adequate retum to obtain a satisfactory 

stock price or to grow and prosper.* ̂ ^ The only ability Ormet has to control where the LME 

price falls relative to the Target Price is to keep the Target Price as low as possible by reducing 

its other costs to the greatest extent possible. If the Target Price is continually out of reach, then 

Ormet will not make a profit and it is unlikely that this Unique Arrangement would continue to 

be viable. Ormet must continually improve its performance and resulting cost stmcture, which 

includes managing electricity costs, if it is to be successful.* '̂* 

B. Ormet's Proposed Unique Arrangement Furthers the Policy of the State of 
Ohio Embodied in Section 4928.02 of the Revised Code 

Ormet's proposed Unique Arrangement advances State poUcy under Section 4928.02 of 

the Revised Code. Section 4928.02 states that it is the policy of the state, inter alia, to ensure the 

availability of "unbundled and comparable retail electric service that provides consumers with 

the supplier, price, terms, conditions, and quality options they elect to meet their respective 

needs," and to "[f|acilitate the state's effectiveness in the global economy."**^ 

The Unique Arrangement is designed to meet unique and specific needs of Ormet with 

regard to the price, terms, conditions, and quality options under which it takes electric service. 

*^^M, at 7:20-21. 
** /̂t/., at 7:21-8:2. 
'*^M, at 8:2-3. 
'^' Ohio Rev. Code § 4928.02(B) and (N). 
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Electricity is a fundamental raw material in the aluminum industry,**^ and Ormet is unique in its 

vulnerability to energy costs. At full operation, Ormet consumes up to 540 MW of electricity 24 

hours per day, 365 days per year at a 98 percent load factor."^ Currently, electricity constitutes 

approxunately 35% of Ormet's total cash costs, or 39% of the cash smelter costs.**^ When 

competitively priced electricity is available, it constitutes approximately 30% of the cost of 

producing aluminum in the United States and about 20% of the cash cost of the most competitive 

smelters.**^ 

The cost of electricity has a substantial effect upon the price of Ormet's finished product. 

However, Ormet has no control over the price at which it sells its product.*̂ ** The price of 

aluminum is set on the intemational market, specifically on the LME, which is a highly volatile 

market. The economic viability of an aluminum smelter is essentially determmed by the 

relationship between the retail market price of an aluminum smelter's product, aluminum, and its 

costs, chiefly the cost of electricity.*^* If the cost of electricity becomes too high relative to the 

LME price of aluminum, then Ormet will not be able to continue to operate the Hannibal 

Facilities because it simply will not be able to produce aluminum at a price below the price at 

which it can sell the aluminum.*^^ Therefore it is critical that Ormet's cost of electricity be tied 

to the LME price of aluminum if Ormet is to stay in business. Ormet's cash costs cannot 

exceed the price at which it can sell the aluminum if Ormet is to sustain operations at the 

**̂  Ex. ORM-1, at 3:5-6. 
**^M, at 3:4-5. 
**̂ M.„ at 3:6-7. 
**V^, at 3:7-10. 
*̂** Ex. ORM-1, at 3:14-15; ORM-7, at 3:10-11. 
*̂* Ex. ORM-1, at 2:21-23. 
*̂^ Ex. ORM-7, at 4:15-16. 
*̂^ Ex. ORM-1, at 8:13-18; ORM-7, at 3:13-20. 
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Hannibal Facilities. *̂^ As Ormet has demonstrated, many other aluminum smelters around the 

world have electricity contracts tied to the LME price of aluminum, and most of those that do not 

have such indexed contracts have electricity prices well below Ormet's cost of electricity.*^^ If 

Ormet is to survive, it must have electricity prices, terms and conditions that enable it to compete 

on a global market. 

Ormet's ability to manage other costs to keep its cost of production in check is somewhat 

limited. As mentioned electricity alone accounts for 35% of Ormet's cash costs. The other 

significant cost, reflecting 31% of Ormet's costs, is for baked anodes, which is highly dependent 

upon the world prices of petroleum coke. Another 17% of Ormet's costs, specifically, pension 

payments, VEBA contributions, insurance and taxes are fixed and cannot be reduced in the short 

or intermediate term if Ormet is to continue to operate. This leaves Ormet with the ability to 

control only 17% of its non-electricity costs on a month-to-month basis, and three-quarters of 

that 17% consists of hourly labor costs controlled by a collective bargaining agreement. *̂^ 

Ormet's electncity needs are unique. Ormet's power supply must be stable. Ormet 

cannot respond easily to fluctuations in electricity pricing. The six potlines Ormet operates at the 

Hannibal Facilities must be kept energized at all times to keep the metal in them molten.*^̂  If 

electricity to a potline is reduced sufficiently that the metal solidifies, it takes several months and 

miUions of dollars to bring the potline back into operation.*̂ ** 

*̂ '* Ex. ORM-7, at 4:15-16. 
*̂^ Ex. ORM-1, at 6:1-5; ORM-8, at 2-3, Attachs. B, C; Tr. at 87:1-90:25. 
*̂^ Ex. ORM-7, at 5:7-9. 
*̂^ A/., at 5:9-11. 
'̂ ^ Ex. ORM-1, at 3:20. 
*^^M, at 3:22-23. 
*̂ Vfif., at 3:23-4:2. 
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Keepmg Ormet in Ohio will help Ohio compete in the global economy. As Dr. Coomes 

noted, Ormet is one of only two employers in the region that brings outside dollars to Ohio. *̂* 

The loss of Ormet would be highly detrimental to the region because it would cut off a major 

flow of outside dollars into Ohio. Ormet competes in a global market, and needs affordable 

energy to continue to compete. While the forecasted 2009 global average power tariff is 

$30.7/MWh, the forecasted 2009 power rates in the most competitive regions of the world are 

much lower -- for example, Africa is forecasted to be at $15.4/MWh and Russia at 

$18.1/MWh.*^̂  Ormet's global competitors generally have much lower power costs than Ormet. 

By tying Ormet's electricity costs to the LME price of aluminum, the Commission could help 

enable Ormet to survive in the global market. 

C. Ormet's Proposed Unique Arrangement Does Not Violate Sections 4905.33 
and 4905.35 of the Revised Code 

Ormet's proposed Unique Arrangement does not violate Sections 4905.33 and 4905.35 of 

tiie Revised Code. Section 4905.33 states: 

(A) No public utility shall directly or indirectly, or by any special 
rate, rebate, drawback, or other device or method, charge, demand, 
collect, or receive from any person, fum, or corporation a greater 
or lesser compensation for any services rendered, or to be 
rendered, except as provided in Chapters 4901., 4903., 4905., 
4907., 4909., 492L, and 4923. of tiie Revised Code, tiian it 
charges, demands, collects, or receives from any other person, 
firm, or corporation for doing a like and contemporaneous service 
under substantially the same circumstances and conditions. 

(B) No public utility shall fumish free service or service for less 
than actual cost for the purpose of destroying competition. 

Section 4905.35 states: 

*̂* Ex. ORM-5 at 2. 
*̂^ Ex. ORM-1, at 6:3-5. 
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(A) No public utility shall make or give any undue or unreasonable 
preference or advantage to any person, firm, corporation, or 
locality, or subject any person, frnn, corporation, or locality to any 
undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.*^^ 

Ormet's Unique Arrangement does not violate Sections 4905.33 and 4905.35 simply by 

way of being a special contract. Revised Code Section 4905.31 specifically states that "Chapters 

. . . 4905 . . . of the Revised Code do not prohibit a public utility from filing a schedule or 

establishing or entering into any reasonable arrangement with another public utility or with OTIG 

or more of its customers . . . . " (emphasis added). Therefore, the type of Unique Arrangement 

proposed herein by Ormet does not violate the prohibition gainst unduly discriminatory and 

preferential rates on its face. 

Nor does Ormet's Unique Arrangement violate either section by its terms. Any other 

customer has the right to propose a similar agreement if they so desire. While LME-based 

pricing is unusual in Ohio, Ormet's business is also unusually vulnerable to the interplay 

between LME prices and the cost of electricity. Rarely will the Commission find a situation in 

which the fate of so many (over 1000) high-paying blue collar jobs is so heavily dependent upon 

the price of electricity. Few, if any, other Ohio customers are likely to be pushed out of business 

if their cost of electricity is too high relative to the LME price of aluminum. If other such 

customers exist in Ohio, nothing in Ormet's proposed Unique Arrangement would prohibit them 

from entering into a similar arrangement with AEP Ohio. 

While some parties may argue that the delta revenues mechanism inappropriately 

disadvantages other customers of AEP Ohio, Revised Code Section 4905.31 explicitiy provides 

that a public utility, such as AEP Ohio, may enter into a reasonable arrangement with one of its 

The remaining subsection (B) of section 4905.35 pertains to natural gas companies, and so is 
inapplicable in this case. 
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customers providing any "financial device that may be practicable or advantageous to the parties 

interested," including "a device to recover costs mcurred in conjunction with any economic 

development and job retention program of the utility within its certified territory, including 

recovery of revenue foregone as a result of... programs under section 4928.66 of the Revised 

Code "*̂ '* Neither the statute, nor the Commission's regulations thereunder,*^^ require that 

any limit be placed upon the extent to which such revenue foregone may be recovered, nor does 

it impose a cap or limit upon the discounts that customers entering into such arrangements may 

receive. Rather, with regard to reasonable arrangements, the Commission has the discretion on a 

case-by-case basis to determine which terms are reasonable. 

Under the Commission's rules the level of incentives associated with any reasonable 

arrangement are not limited to a specific level, but are to be established as part of the 

Commission's review and approval of applications for such arrangements.*^* As Staff 

recognizes, a cap on such incentives (i.e., rate discounts) was considered at the time the mles 

were written, but none was estabHshed in the mles.*^̂  Therefore, it seems clear that it was the 

Commission's intent to consider the level of incentives ^propriate for each reasonable 

arrangement on a case-by-case basis. 

D. Ormet has Provided the Information Needed by the Commission to Approve 
this Unique Arrangement. 

A customer filing a Unique Arrangement must provide an affidavit from a company 

official as to the veracity of the information provided, submit to the Commission and the electric 

utility verifiable information detailing the rationale for the arrangement, and the Unique 

134 Ohio Rev. Code 4905.31(E) (2009). 
'^' Ohio Admin. Code 4901:1-38 (2009). 
*̂^ Ohio Admin. Code 4901:1-38-07 (2009). 
*^̂ Tr. 474:7-15. 
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Arrangement must reflect terms and conditions for circumstances for which the electric utility's 

tariffs have not already provided. *̂^ Ormet provided an Affidavit from Michael Tanchuk, 

President and Chief Executive Officer of Ormet Corporation in support of its Application,*^^ and 

has provided sworn testimony of both Mr. Tanchuk and of James Bums Riley, Chief Financial 

Officer of Ormet Corporation in this case*'*̂  (as well as testimony from two consultants 

employed by Ormet for this case. Dr. Paul Coomes and Mr. Henry Fayne).*"** 

Ormet has also provided verifiable data in support of its Application. It has provided a 

substantial amount of data in support of its rate calculations. In Exhibits ORM-11, ORM-12, 

ORM-13, ORM-14, ORM-15 and ORM-16, Ormet witness James Bums Riley explained in 

detail how Ormet arrived at its $38/MWh and $34/MWh rates for 2009.*̂ *̂  These costs, based on 

historical data, have since been corroborated by actual data by Ormet's Chief Financial Officer, 

who has thirty years of experience in making financial projections, as being well within a 

reasonable margin of error and are "exceedingly accurate."*"*̂  Staff supports Ormet's proposed 

rates for 2009 and recommends that the Commission approve them.*'*'* 

In Exhibit ORM-7, Mr. Riley explained in detail how the schedules for the years 2010 to 

2011 would be developed.*'*̂  Ormet also provided examples in its Application of the schedules 

*̂^ Ohio Admin. Code Section 4901:1-38(B)(1), (B)(2) and (D). 
*̂^ Ex. ORM-8, Attach. F. 
*'*** Exs. ORM-1, ORM-7 and ORM-11. 
*'** Exs. ORM-2, ORM-6. 
'̂̂  Mr. Riley explained in his testimony that, dependent upon the outcome of the Glencore case, 

Ormet may need to make a subsequent filing to seek a different rate for 2009. Ex. ORM-7, at 
8:12-17. Ormet has not yet done so because it believes that there is a significant possibility that 
Ormet will be made whole through the Glencore Ltd arbitration, in which case, no such 
modification would be needed. 
*'*̂ Tr. 454:8-455:12. 
*'*'* Tr. 367:7-8,469:2-4,499:11-19. 
*'*̂  Ex. ORM-7, at 7:1-17. 
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that will be developed using Ormet's then-current calculations for 2010 and 2011.*'*̂  Exhibit 

OEG-7 consists of workpapers provided by Mr. Riley to demonstrate the data Ormet would 

utilize in calculating the Target Price and Index Price each year. 

The Unique Arrangement filed by Ormet does contain all terms and conditions not 

already addressed in AEP Ohio's Tariffs. Any manner in which the arrangement between AEP 

Ohio and Ormet differs from AEP Ohio's standard tariffs is detailed in the Unique Arrangement 

and the Tariffs and the Unique Arrangement constitute the entire agreement between AEP Ohio 

and Ormet.*'*̂  

E. Ormet's Proposal with Regard to the Deposit and Payment Terms is the 
Most Beneficial Option for Other AEP Ohio Customers. 

The OCC has objected to the proposed Unique Arrangement's payment terms, namely 

that Ormet would not be required to keep a deposit with AEP Ohio and would pay under 

standard tariff payment terms of payment being due twenty-one days after billing, but that any 

losses AEP Ohio suffers due to an event of default on behalf Ormet would be considered delta 

revenues. "^ The OCC incprrectly argues that Ormet is seeking a "waiver" of deposit and 

prepayment terms,*'*̂  when m fact, all Ormet is seeking is a retum to standard tariff terms. *̂*' 

The OCC is also mistaken in its belief that this is detrimental to ratepayers. This arrangement 

actually works to the benefit of other AEP Ohio customers and objections to it should be 

overmled. 

"^ Ex. ORM-8, Attach. A at Schedules A and B. Note that Ormet has reserved the right to file 
revised versions of these schedules with the Commission no later than October 1,2009 and 2010, 
respectively in order to accounts for any changes in circumstances. See Ex. ORM-8, Attach. A, 
p. 11, §5.02. 
' ' ' Ex. ORM-8 Attach. A, p. 23, § 13.09. 
**̂  OCC Comments at 17-18. 
*'*̂  OCC Comments at 17. 
*^̂ Tr. 124:10-15,227:10-11, 
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The calculation of the rate that Ormet can afford to pay is currentiy based on the 

assumption that the cash deposit currently being held by AEP Ohio will be retumed to Ormet, 

thereby increasing its cash flow.*^* If Ormet is required to keep a deposit with AEP Ohio and to 

continue the current contract terms under the Interim Arrangement of paying in advance for 

power, then Ormet's cash flow will be reduced, the magnitude of the discount required would 

necessarily increase, and the level of delta revenues to be collected from other AEP Ohio 

customers would need to be higher. While there may be a possible risk that customers could 

bear increased costs due to a default by Ormet, that eventuality is far from certain, whereas 

increased delta revenues would be certain if a deposit and prepayment were required. Ormet 

believes that the certainty of lower delta revenues offsets any potential risk of a possible default 

by Ormet in the future imposing increased costs. 

F. Staffs Proposal to Bifurcate the Proceeding Would be Extremely 
Detrimental to Ormet 

Ormet must refinance its debt no later than February 2010, and in order to get its 

financing in place by then it must be able to offer its investors some certainty as to what its 

electric rates will be. While Ormet appreciates that Staff is willing to support its proposed rates 

for 2009,*^̂  delaying consideration of Ormet's proposed 2010 to 2018 rates would have a highly 

detrimental impact upon Ormet's ability to refinance its debt. Ormet is seeking Commission's 

approval of the LME-based variable rate mechanism for the rates for 2010 to 2018, and will file 

the schedule with the actual rates each year at which time the Commission, the independent 

auditor, and the parties will have an opportunity to review the proposed rates before they go into 

effect. 

*̂* Ex. ORM-11, at 3:19-22. 
' ' ' Tr. 367:7-8,469:2-4, 499:11-19. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated herein, Ormet respectfully asks that the 

Commission: (1) approve the Unique Arrangement as proposed herein; (2) in the event that the 

Commission decides a hard cap is necessary, that it be a reasonable cap that enables Ormet to 

weatiier short-term deteriorations of the LME price of aluminum and reflects the value Ormet 

brings to the region; and (3) deny the recommendation of Staff to biflircate these proceedings. 

Respectfully submitted, 

"Clinton A. Vince, Counsel of Record 
Douglas G. Bonner 
Daniel D. Bamowski 
Emma F. Hand 
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